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     Lactose prices are steady to higher this week. While a few Q2 contract prices held the

     bottom of the price range in check, the top of the price range and both ends of the mostly

     price series moved a step higher. Industry contacts suggest the market tone for lactose is

     still very firm. Spot prices are often in the low $.50s. A number of Q3 contract prices are

     in a similar price range. Production has increased over the last few weeks, but inventories

     are still tight. Some contacts suggest that lactose market activity may be slowing a bit,

     but they are so far behind that it is hard to tell if that is fictitious, or not. They offer

     various explanations to conflate this theory. Some buyers are looking for maltodextrin in

     lieu of lactose because of higher lactose prices. Other buyers have their Q3 needs mostly

     covered and have moved on to other activities. Standardization needs may be lighter for the

     time being. And finally, end users are tired of asking for more lactose and finding

     manufacturers have little more to offer right now. While the exact reason is not fully

     clear, contacts do seem to think there may be a short pause in activity.

     Prices for: Central and Western U.S., Spot Sales And Up to 3 Month Contracts, F.O.B.,

     Conventional, and Edible Lactose

     Price Range - Non Pharmaceutical; $/LB:                .3050 - .5700

     Mostly Range - Non Pharmaceutical; $/LB:               .3800 - .5500

     Information for the period June 15 - 19, 2020, issued weekly

     Secondary Sourced Information:

     GLOBAL DAIRY TRADE (GDT) EVENT

     At the GDT Event 262 on June 16 the lactose price for the August contract period was

     $0.5851 per pound, up .4 percent from the last GDT event.
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     Additional Dairy Market News Information:

     Dairy Market News (DMN) by Phone: (608)422-8602

     DMN Website: https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/dairy

     DMN MARS (My Market News): https://mymarketnews.ams.usda.gov


